4. WARNING IN FOR RATIONS

1. All members of 6 RAR are warned in for all meals Sun 6 Jun 65.

2. 3 Officers on ARA Officers Promotion Examinations are warned in from 8 - 11 Jun 65 (2 A Coy, 1 Bn HQ Pl).

5. BATTALION STAND DOWN DAYS

1. 6 RAR will stand down for 1½ days, not before 1200 hours, as promulgated in Routine Orders.

2. Stand down other than these days will not be granted unless approved by the CO.

3. Members who are on duty/work on stand down days forfeit stand down for that month.

4. Members working on Commonwealth gazetted public holidays may have the public holiday credited in their AAB 83, on approval of the CO.

5. 6 RAR stand down days are indicated by the full stand down day, the half day being the day before.

6. 6 RAR stand down days are:

   25 Jun 65
   23 Jul 65
   20 Aug 65
   17 Sep 65
   29 Oct 65
   26 Nov 65.

6. SIGNING OF AAFs G2

The following NCOs are authorised to sign G2s:

   24996 Cpl G.G. CHEVALLEY
   29277 Lcpl E.C. BEATON
   11683 Lcpl W.J. ROBINSON
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